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BUSINESS UPDATE MARCH 2023

BREAKING NEWS

UNITED DANCERS OF KAPPA FUTURFESTIVAL
The new advertisement campaign, shot by the famous Oliviero
Toscani, has been launched in Paris and Milan. In the coming weeks
it will be displayed in Berlin, Rome and Torino. Over 32k attendees
have already confirmed their presence at this year's edition of KFF
(+112% vs 2022) of which 46,4% are foreigners representing 86
different countries (top 3: United Kingdom, France and Australia).

clever-entertainment.com

FOCUS ON

SUSTAINABILITY 
CGTE, global leader in thermal and electric energy, is the only
Italian energy company to have received their ISO 20121
certification for the design and implementation of solutions in the
field of sustainable event planning. CGTE and KFF have renewed
their collaboration, guaranteeing that this year’s Festival will
distinguish itself by using the most pioneering green technologies in
the live-entertainment sector in Italy.  

kappafuturfestival.it/sustainability

PARTNER

DRIVALIA
Drivalia, rental and mobility company of FCA Bank, is again the
official mobility partner of KFF. Supporting the event by providing
transport services for all of the artists.

MONTENEGRO GROUP
The partnership with global leader, Jägermeister, has also been
confirmed. “Music resides deep within the fundamental roots of
Jägermeister - says Daniele Uttini, Portfolio Manager of the
Montenegro Group - Jägermeister is becoming more prominent in
collaborating and supporting the most prestigious events beginning
from a festival of excellence like KFF, with whom we share a
philosophy of the search for originality and self-expression through
the essence of music". 

UTRAVEL
Also confirmed is our hospitality partner, Alpitour World’s travel
brand, Utravel. Gianluca Di Donato and Carlotta Gaddo, founders of
Utravel express their excitement to participate in this years KFF:
“After the success of last year, we can’t wait to welcome in Torino all
of the international young people that will arrive to participate in
this event that shares our same values of inclusion". 

THIS UNIQUE
KFF, in collaboration with This Unique, will be the first European
festival to offer free menstrual products. This Unique is a young
Italian startup that aims to tackle gender inequality through their
compostable sanitary pads that are made in Italy, produced in
geothermal powered facilities only using organic cotton. 

kappafuturfestival.it/partner

MULTIMEDIA

WEB STATISTICS
As of March 9th there are a total of 295k followers overall on the
groups’ Instagram profiles and 382k overall on the Facebook
profiles. In the last 60 days the videos posted on Tiktok have
reached a total of 1.3 million views and 300k likes.
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